
 

General characteristics 
 

Duration:  24 months  

(1-1-2018 till 31-12-2019) 
 

Project budget:    

€ 598,978.51 
 

Co-financing EC (DG ECHO):  

€ 449,233.88 
 

Agreement number:  

783133 — CapaCities — UCPM-2017-PP-AG 

 

Partners: 

Core Team 

 Safety Region South-Holland South (VRZHZ), the Netherlands 

 ITINERIS Houdijk Consultancy (HouCon), the Netherlands 

 Regional Centre for Sustainable Development (PA RCSD), Moldova 

Recipient cities 

 Ararat municipality, Armenia 

 Kutaisi City, Georgia 

 Ungheni City, Moldova 

 

 

Goal of the project 
Aim of the project is to structurally improve the capacities in three cities in Eastern partnership 

countries to lead and coordinate a structured process of Disaster Risk Management planning, 

based on multi-hazard risk assessments and self-insight in their current DRM capabilities and in 

strong connection with EU policies for DRM, as well as the Sendai framework. By the end of the 

project these cities should be capable to continue a structured DRM planning, led by knowledge-

able and competent focal points and based on a concrete DRM strategy including a roadmap that 

has been developed during the project. 
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To reach the general objective, we have the following specific objectives:  

 Increased knowledge in the “recipient cities” about DRM. 

 Strong and competent focal points/coordinators for DRM in the “recipient cities”, able to lead 

the development of DRM in the cities the following years in cooperation with their colleagues 

in the cities and other relevant stakeholders.  

 Increased self-insight of the city administrations in their own situation regarding DRM capabil-

ities and potential areas of improvement.  

 Development of network relations with the local DRM stakeholders of the three cities, as a 

start for a structured cooperation on DRM.  

 Development of local strategies and action plans to further improve DRM by the three cities 

in the following years, that has the commitment of the local stakeholders. 

 

Project activities 
The project will be built around two mainstream action lines: 

 
The DRM curriculum will consist of six 3-day Learning and Experience Sharing meetings, eight e-

Learning online classes and tailor-made coaching by the Core Team members in 4 local support 

and advice meetings for each city. The local DRM action will include a self-assessment of DRM 

capacities, city-to-city peer reviews, local stakeholder meetings and the development of a local 

DRM strategy with roadmap. The bridge between the learning process and local action is made by 

homework assignments, that transform learning questions to concrete local activities. These two 

main action lines will be supported by project management and dissemination activities.  

 

More information 

Website: www.drm-capacities.eu 

E-mail:   community@drm-capacities.eu 

http://www.drm-capacities.eu/
mailto:community@drm-capacities.eu

